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About This Content

Las Vegas is a Desert Mirage, a Jewel Amongst the Sands.

The Golden Grin Casino Heist DLC is the 24th DLC pack for PAYDAY 2 and is the final contract from the Dentist. She boasts
more Five Diamond hotels than any other city in the world. Her shine and sparkle attracts tens of millions of dreamers every
year. Dreamers that are ready to drop their mortgage on the slots and tables of the casinos. And no casino shines brighter than
the Golden Grin. It also comes with the CAVITY 9mm rifle, 4 casino themed masks, patterns, materials and 5 achievements.

Key Features
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•Introducing the Golden Grin Casino heist – Funded with foreign investment, the Golden Grin broke ground in '45, and saw
its first guests roll the dice early in '46. It quickly gained a reputation as a place where all appetites were satisfied. Crooked

games, sex parties, and violence for hire. It made international headlines with the infamous Thanksgiving Massacre in '57. By
the 60's, its name was a deserved byword for Vegas' darker, deadlier and seedier side. All the greats have made their name in the

City of Sin. Make yours at the Golden Grin.

•1 new rifle – An additional rifle called the CAVITY 9mm is added to the game.

•3 weapon modifications – The CAVITY 9mm comes with 3 new weapon modifications.

•4 new melee weapons – A series of new melee weapons inspired by the casino scenery have been added to the game. How
about fighting using an actual taser?
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•4 new masks – Four new masks have been added, ranging from a gladiator like helmet to your obligatory green visor cap.

•4 new patterns – Four new patterns inspired by the world of gambling.

•4 materials – Four new materials have been added to the game that are inspired by the world of gambling.

•5 achievements – Five new achievements have been added to test the skill of you and your crew.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: The Golden Grin Casino Heist
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Lion Game Lion, OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 25 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256MB minimum)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:13 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian
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payday 2 the golden grin casino heist trailer. payday 2 the golden grin casino heist. payday 2 the golden grin casino heist
прохождение

I just got all the achievements for this game

Pros: its short, its cheap, its a fun zelda-like game

Cons: its a little too short and the developers don't intend to add any DLC or stages to the game. There isn't much use for gold
past a certain point. Dark and lonely theme.
So good BGM

It's Cool.. Ehhhhhh... it's alright?. Is basically the real full game. Review Time!

I found this neat little tool fun and has a lot of good uses whether if it’s for game development or just to play around with. There
is a small learning curve to the software but it’s not too hard to figure out, especially if you are following a tutorial. After your
first project you are left thinking “That’s it? Well that was easier than it looked.”

Here is a video of my first attempt at Spriter. I know it looks like limping but hey, first try xD. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0DUxKcD6c0

What I really liked about Spriter.
• Very easy to use. You can pretty much create animations with very little key frames to input but the more key frames, the
more details.
• Can animate it based on a skeleton. (Finally! software that does this for 2d art without a massive learning curve).
• You can save multiple animations in a single project.
• Easy to use interface that can be docked and undocked.
• Pixel art mode to go into more details.
• Easy to control time line. You can work with individual timelines for each object.
• Being able to save as sprite sheets, Images, and animated gifs.
• Has interpolation which a lot of software like these lacks.

Now with all of its features, it does have a few things that it lacks.

• You can only work with a folder preset for each project, a bit troublesome if you have different folders all over the place.
• Saving generally large files can cause the program to hang for a bit. It would also be a nice feature to save as a video file as
well.
• Careful when modifying save settings. Having a bad setting will force the program to crash and if you haven’t saved your
project, it’s gone. (For example, don’t have a negative resolution).

With that said, I give Spriter a solid 8/10. It is a very good tool for developers with only a few minor quirks holding the software
back a bit.. Probably the worst launch ever. Yes it's EA and it's an Alpha, i could live with bugs. But the bugs aint the biggest
problem.. Like the only thing that's implemented is crafting, but the animations suck, multiplayer suck (Cant chat, cant see
playernames cant even see servernames in browser, or refresh) Sound goes in and out, FALLDAMAGE WHEN JUMPING-
WTF? I actually died from jumping too much on more or less plain ground. I'll wait for a week or two to get a refund tho, and
see if there's some good patches coming soon to make this playable.

Can NOT recommend this in the state it's in atm.. Beautiful. Just beautiful. I have not seen such an inteligent way of telling a
story with characters so rich in humanity.
  To put pride, greed, fear, jealousy in the characters and at the same time justify these emotions as "just human", is out of pure
genius.
  10/10.. No Wake-up-Ultras
5\/5. Very Classic <3. the concept of the game is wonderful, and the artistic way they are handling the creatures of the game is
really great. However, I kept having issues of the game randomly crashing on me, whenever I changed one of the settings. I will
give the game a few months before buying it again.
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NOT RECOMENDED!. 22,99\u20ac for exclusive items and soundtrack? You might as well buy another game with that
amount of money.
The product used to include PAYDAY 2: Ultimate Edition, but after launch they claimed that it was a pre-order bonus and
removed it. With PD2: UE removed from the bundle, you won't miss a thing by skipping this upgrade. If you really want
meaningless skins, and soundtrack, pay no more than 2-5 \u20ac for it.. Sort of badly aged. Short, horribly written campaign
with a couple of extra missions. The gameplay was confusing, with obvious limitations what you can and cannot do. It takes a lot
of time to get into a position, were you can deal damage to the enemy fleet. I'd go as far as saying that it's boring. There are also
no savepoints, so if you fail, you have to restart the whole mission. Is pretty poor visually as well, looks more like a war game
from the early 2000's rather than a modern one. Did not have much fun with it at all.. MIXED FEELINGS! I like the game i
think that the idea is great. When the ghost appears everything turns all glitchy i think that idea is amazing! I just feel like
maybe there is something missiing? But i do think people should have a go at this game or you can check out my gameplay.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=2s87v5GMYlw. Spacebar takes a screenshot,Not responging after the first dumb
cutscene.
0/10. I DONT KNOW WHY IM HAVING SO MUCH FUN WITH THIS GAME.
Normally, I enjoy more difficult, adult-oriented RPGS. I'm a huge fan of anything Bethesda does. Have played 100s of hours in
Skyrim, Cant wait for Fallout 4/ Currently churning through The Witcher 3. My favorite games of all time? Bloodborne, and the
Dark Souls series. Yet somehow, this cute game has me captivated. It's just enough of palate cleanser, with all of the necessary
components to leave you bewildered, yet giddy with entertainment.

It is astonishingly amazing, literally INCREDIBLE that it was created by merely a 33 year old and his 8 year old daughter... The
amount of artwork created is insane. The gameplay and combat is surprisingly fun. There is enough going on to keep you
interested. It's like a Platformer RPG, with elements of Metroid, Super Mario Bros., and other classics, all rolled up into a cute
and artistoc bonanza. If you love RPGs and platformers, BUY THIS GAME! it's quite possibly the most. Can't even bring
myself to finish this

Past it outright being an incomplete PC game with general mapping issues (you can't
map\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to a controller or change keys and they're placed in unintuitive areas), the game is
just not fun to play.

This is supposedly an HD remake of a title released on the Nintendo DS in 2009. Ironically a straight up lazy port of the
Nintendo DS version would have been better than what we got. Instead the PC version is an enhanced remake of what was a
remake of a Commodore 64 game, albeit they stopped halfway through it and decided to release it as is.

This is an unfinished game. It's playable, but clearly unfinished. Even with what you can play it's really not all that hot. It's a very
basic mario rip-off from the era of platformers. The subsequent games in this small franchise are leagues better, and the only
reason I could recommend this is as a historical piece. Even then I'd just tell you to get the DS version on an emulator.. sigh *

- The price for this game should be lowered to 99 cents, because this is a type of game where you would be willing to pay 99 cents
or even 49 cents, not 4,99... -_- Probably wants it's 100 dollar placement money back on STEAM, but 4,99 is too much!

+ This game is not THAT bad... The goal is set, you have to earn 1,000,000 dollars. You can do it the polluting way, which causes
troubles with nature and something weird, but okaayyy... Or you do it with solar and wind energy, the yield of getting cash is very,
very low and it takes an eternity to get to that 1,000,000 dollars, but at least you are not polluting the lands... Like the system works.
This game works like it promises.
Like you lay down pavements to prevent oil leakage and place down trees that purifies the land, you only have to do it very quickly
before that groundpenis takes it away again, which costs you a lot of money...

+ Graphical wise, looks good, little animations, not too fancy... Like if you had trucks moving over the place would be interesting...

- Sadly, not too technically and building options are very limited... Which makes this game a little bit boring... Like you have a
choice between; solar, wind, oil or gas. But I miss a lot of features, like power distribution, waterpipes, cooling systems, but this
game is too simplistic. I should not have had high hopes.

+ Different types of difficulty modes, there are several pieces of land to choose from, even the moon (that one is the hardest - I
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wonder why... guess I will never know, because I am not going to waste my time with doing something which I know this is a
pollution...) xD

- Yes I use "..." a lot when I got a 50/50 game here on which I am writing my personal opinion about. Like, this game could be good,
if it had more options and a lower price...

But sorry, I cannot recommend this game. If you want to play something similar like this, search for "reactor idle" and "factory
idle" on the website from Kongregate. They are free to play, have more to offer and are more fun. You will return for those games
almost every day.. This game is LOTS of fun. For 5 dollars, you can't beat the price. I don't own Blitzkrieg, so I can't compare, but
boy, is this fun. Mowing down enemies, heaps of dead bodies, etc. I've run into very few bugs. All in all, if you're on the fence,
GET IT! It's only 5 bucks.
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